COVID TIERED SYSTEM

MANSFIELD ISD MONITORS DISTRICT COVID-19 DATA DAILY. THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES GUIDANCE FOR IMPLEMENTING MITIGATING STRATEGIES IF COMMUNICABLE DISEASE PERCENTAGES ELEVATE. MITIGATION STRATEGIES WILL BE IMPLEMENTED FOR A PERIOD OF TWO WEEKS IF PERCENTAGES ARE WITHIN THE YELLOW OR RED TIER. AT THE END OF THE TWO WEEK IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD, CAMPUSSES WILL BE RE-EVALUATED TO DETERMINE CAMPUS OPERATIONS MOVING FORWARD.

**GREEN**

ACTIVE CAMPUS STUDENT CASES: BELOW 3%

*ALL Misd COVID MITIGATION EFFORTS IN PLACE
NO OTHER RESTRICTIONS.*

**YELLOW**

ACTIVE CAMPUS STUDENT CASES: 3-4.9%

*ALL Misd COVID MITIGATION EFFORTS ARE IN PLACE.

*NO VISITORS/VOLUNTEERS ALLOWED.

*SUSPENDED INDOOR ASSEMBLIES AND UTILIZATION OF VIRTUAL MEETING TOOLS WHEN POSSIBLE TO AVOID GROUPING.

*STUDENT TRAVEL EVALUATE

**RED**

ACTIVE CAMPUS STUDENT CASES: 5% OR MORE

*ALL Misd COVID MITIGATION EFFORTS ARE IN PLACE, YELLOW TIERED PROTOCOLS, AND:

*SOCIAL DISTANCING IN CAFETERIA OR SELF-CONTAINED LUNCHES.

*ELEMENTARY- COHORTED RECESSES (STUDENTS WILL HAVE RECESS WITH THEIR INDIVIDUAL CLASS).

Misd COVID MITIGATION EFFORTS:

*MASKS ARE OPTIONAL

*HAND SANITIZING STATIONS ARE AVAILALBLE THROUGHOUT THE BUILDINGS

*BOTTLE FILLING STATIONS ARE AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE BUILDINGS

*BUSES ARE CLEANED REGULARLY

*HAND SANITIZING STATIONS ARE IN ALL SCHOOL BUSES FOR USE.

*RESTROOMS, HANDRAILS, AND OTHER COMMON AREAS ARE CLEANED REGULARLY

*CUSTODIANS ARE ROUTINELY CLEANING THE BUILDINGS AND SING COVID ELECTROSTATIC SPRAYERS TO TREAT NECESSARY AREAS.

*Misd CONTINUES TO MONITOR COVID-POSITIVE CASES AND COLLABORATES WITH OUR LOCAL HEALTH AUTHORITY ON NECESSARY CAMPUS, EXTRA-CURRICULAR, AND DISTRICT CLOSURES.